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Procedure at the public defence of a dissertation at the Faculty of Humanities 

and Social Sciences 
 

 

1. Male doctoral candidates, custodes, and opponents all wear either a tailcoat with a black waistcoat 

or a dark suit while women wear a black dress (with long‐sleeves and a small neckline) without a hat, 

or they can all wear the ceremonial gown of the University. The doctoral candidate chooses the style 

of clothing after talking to the custos. The opponent can also wear the ceremonial gown of his or her 

(non-Finnish) home university. The use of ceremonial gowns is agreed upon with the porters. 

2. The public examination begins with the doctoral candidate entering the hall, followed by the custos 

and the opponent. The audience remains standing. During the entry and exit processions, the custos 

and the opponent hold their Doctor’s hats, if they have one, in their left hand with the lyre facing 

forward. If a microphone is worn, it is switched on after the position in front of the audience has 

been assumed, and switched off before the exit procession. 

3. When everyone is in their place, the custos introduces the doctoral candidate, reads out the title of 

the dissertation, and introduces the opponent as well as declares the public examination of the 

dissertation open by saying, for example, "As the custos appointed by the Faculty of Humanities and 

Social Sciences I declare this public examination of the dissertation of the Licentiate/Master of 

Arts/Social Sciences N.N. opened." The audience then sits down. 

4. By first addressing the custos, then the opponent, and then the audience, the doctoral candidate 

delivers the lectio praecursoria (an introductory lecture) standing up. The lectio should not exceed 

20 minutes. The presentation must begin with the words, ʺMr./Mrs./Ms. Custos, Mr./Mrs./Ms. 

Opponent, Ladies and Gentlemenʺ. Traditionally the lectio praecursoria deals with issues discussed 

in the doctoral thesis, but is not merely a lecture about the thesis. If the lectio is delivered in Finnish, 

the doctoral candidate must provide a non-Finnish-speaking opponent with at least a written 

summary in English. 

5. After the lectio praecursoria, the doctoral candidate asks, still standing, the opponent to present any 

critical comments. The request is made using the words: "May I ask you, Mr./Mrs./Ms. 

Professor/Associate Professor/Docent N.N., as the opponent appointed by the Faculty of Humanities 

and Social Sciences, to present the comments on my thesis that you see justifiable." 

6. The opponent stands up and makes a short statement dealing with issues such as the position and 

importance of the thesis within its field of study and other general-level questions. After the 

statement, the doctoral candidate and the opponent sit down. 

7. The examination should be a high‐level conversation between two experts of the field on interesting 

themes discussed in the doctoral thesis. Enlightened laypeople should also be able to follow the 

conversation and it should give them things to think about. The audience is likely to find the process 

more enjoyable if the doctoral candidate, in answering the opponent's questions, is also able to 

convey the key points of the dissertation in a popular form. Although the atmosphere can be relaxed 

and casual, any kind of carnevalisation of the event (marriage proposals etc.) is inappropriate, since 

the occasion is the official examination of a doctoral dissertation. 
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8. Prepare yourself for the public examination of the dissertation by thinking about the difficult 

questions the opponent might possibly ask. If the opponent is also one of the preliminary examiners, 

the statement usually provides clues about the nature of the questions. Nowadays the occasion 

rarely turns into a sticky examination. Dissertations are almost never rejected at this stage (and 

rejection would require exceptional causes). 

9. In the beginning of the actual examination, the opponent focuses first on the methodological and 

more general questions. This is followed by a detailed examination. During the public examination, a 

detailed and extensive discussion of misprints is to be avoided. Instead the doctoral candidate can 

present the opponent with an erratum, which the opponent can attach to the statement given to the 

faculty and which can be also copied for the audience. 

10. The examination may take up to four hours. Usually the examination takes between 2 to 2 1⁄2 hours. 

In case of a lengthy examination, the custos may announce a break. 

11. The opponent makes a concluding statement after the detailed examination. The doctoral candidate 

listens to the statement standing up. 

12. Still standing up, the doctoral candidate thanks the opponent, who then sits down.  

13. The doctoral candidate turns to face the audience and solicits those people present (the so-called 

extra opponents) who might have some critical comments to step forward and ask for an address 

from the custos. Soliciting is done by saying: "After this, I solicit those people, who have some critical 

comments regarding my thesis, to ask for an address from the custos." After this the doctoral 

candidate sits down. The custos presides the situation by giving addresses and he/she also makes 

sure that the doctoral candidate gets the opportunity to answer all the questions. The custos also 

sees that the addresses given do not digress from the subject. Usually addresses are not requested. 

14. The custos closes the public examination, standing up, by saying: "The public examination has been 

concluded." 

15. Unless the doctoral candidate has otherwise presented an invitation for the audience to join a coffee 

service, he or she may do so at this point, before leaving the hall. 

16. The doctoral candidate, the custos, and the opponents leave the hall in the same order they arrived 

in. The audience remains standing. 
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Possible coffee service: 

 Reserving a separate table for the most honoured guests (the opponent, the custos, one’s 

partner, etc.) is a good idea. 

 The doctoral candidate is no longer expected to perform, but he/she should be prepared to 

accept congratulations. Standing by the entrance at the beginning is a handy way. 

 

Possible post-doctoral party (karonkka): 

 A post-doctoral party (karonkka) is not mandatory, but it has been traditionally considered good-

mannered to offer a dinner for at least the opponent and the custos. 

 Regarding the seating plan of a possible larger post-doctoral party, the doctoral candidate must 

consider the role of the opponent as the main guest of honour. The opponent’s table will also 

seat the doctoral candidate and other guests of honour. The custos is the second most important 

guest of honour. The seating proceeds from left to right (seen from behind): the custos – the 

doctoral candidate – the opponent – the next most honoured academic guest – the next most 

honoured guest to the left of the custos etc. 

 Nowadays relatives are also often invited to the post-doctoral party. The doctoral candidate 

should not forget his or her fellow researchers. 

 Various opinions exist about the program of the post-doctoral party. The most important thing 

to remember is that the post-doctoral party is a private party. If the doctoral candidate wants 

the party to proceed following the longest plan, that is, the traditional festive plan, the 

instructions for it can be found on the University Communications website. The doctoral 

candidate can freely choose the ceremonial level and form of the party. In any case, the doctoral 

candidate is expected to give a speech thanking the opponent and anyone else who has helped 

him or her with the work. Many people will also probably want to hear something about how the 

research proceeded. 


